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The purpose of this investigation was to study the 
permeability and separation of carbon dioxide and hydro­
gen by gaseous diffusion employing barriers of polysty­
rene. The offset of temperature and barrier thickness 
on the permeability and separation of carbon dioxide and 
hydrogen wore Investigated for barriers of one, three, 
and five-mil thicknesses and for temperatures of 26, 35, 
45, and 50 degrees centigrade.
With an increase in barrier thickness of one to five- 
mils, the permeability of carbon dioxide decreased to 
one-fourth of its value at the one-mil thickness. The 
hydrogen permeability decreased to approximately two- 
thirds of its value at the one-mil thickness rhea the 
barrier thickness increased from one to five-mils.
in increase in temperature from 26 to 50 degrees 
centigrade resulted in an increase In permeability of 
hydrogen of three and one-half per cent. The same 
temperature increase caused the permeability of carbon 
dioxide to increase by eight and one-half per cent.
It was observed that the degree of separation of a 
fifty mole percent mixture of carbon dioxide and hydrogen 
was increased 22 per cent with an increase in barrier 
thickness of one to five-mils.
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Various methods are available for the separation 
of gaseous mixtures* The most widely used commercial 
technique Is that of distillation, in which the gaseous 
mixture is liquified and distilled* The Linde process 
for the enrichment of air in oxygen Is an example of the 
separation of gaseous mixtures by distillation* Other 
gaseous mixtures are separated by means of chemical 
absorption* Separation by absorption is based on a 
difference in solubility of the Individual components* 
Removal of the absorbed gas from the liquid phase is 
generally accomplished by an elevation in temperature* 
The separation of carbon dioxide from hydrogen can be 
performed by the method of absorption because of the 
great difference in solubility of the two gases in 
sodium hydroxide and other solutions*
The separation of gaseous Isotopes by gassous 
diffusion has been investigated for over fifty years* 
During the last twenty-five years considerable study 
has been devoted to the separation of from
for atomic energy purposes* Separation by gaseous 
diffusion Is based on the unequal rate of flow of mole­
cules through an aperture* The rate of flow of the 
molecules Is related to the mean velocity by the kinetic
■2'
theory of gases, Graham' s law relates the rate of flow 
of gases with the molecular weight. The ease of separa­
tion of mixture© by gaseous diffusion should be Inversely 
related to the ratio of the square root of the molecular 
weights of the gases. Various mixtures* including carbon 
dioxide and hydrogen* should be easy to separate by 
gaseous diffusion according to Graham1 0 law because of 
the large difference In molecular weight of the gases.
Since the separation of mixtures of gases by gaseous 
diffusion Is dependent primarily upon the permeability 
of the individual components* considerable effort must 
be devoted to the variables affecting permeability* The 
effect of temperature and barrier thickness on permea­
bility are significant and must be understood for 
economical separation by gaseous diffusion.
The purpose of this Investigation was to study the 
effect of temperature and barrier thlcknese on the 
permeability and separation of carbon dioxide and hydrogen 
using polystyrene as the barrier material.
>II. LlflRAftmg BEVi m
the desire for knowledge concerning the flow meoh- 
anism of gaseous diffusion through porous material has 
promoted investigation in gaseous diffusion since the 
early nineteenth century# The study of the flow mechanism 
of gaseous diffusion and the search for more selective 
barrier materials has resulted in a greater understand­
ing of gaseous diffusion and has enhanced the possibility 
of its use for economic separation*
garlv Work in Gaseous Diffusion* As early as t829 
Graham^ studied the permeation of gases through porous 
media. For over one-hundred years work has been done on 
the phenomena of gaseous diffusion, but only in the last 
twenty-five years has large scale separation of gaseous 
mixtures by means of diffusion through barrier materials 
been investigated* A large portion of the research deal­
ing with gaseous diffusion through permeable membranes 
has been under the assistance of the United States Atomic 
Energy Commission because of the Commissions interest in 
the separation of isotopes of uranium by gaseous diffusion* 
Separation of the hexafluorides of uranium 235 from 
uranium 238 by gaseous diffusion is of tremendous im­
portance for its use in atomlo energy*
-4-
The study of the separation of gaseous mixtures
by diffusion was greatly hindered by the unavailability
. (7)of adequate barrier materials v . A material must be
selective and exhibit a high rate of permeation in order
to serve as a barrier material* The development and
commercial production of packaging films presented a
need for further study in gas and vapor permeation and
also made available materials for barriers*
Types of Flow* In the transport of gases various
types of flow are encountered* Barrer^^ classifies the
types of flow as molecular effusion, molecular or Knudsen
flow, Polseuille or streamline flow, turbulent flow, and
(21)orifice flow* Hucklns and Kammermeyer' discuss the 
criteria for the various types of flow* Moleoular effusion 
is flow through a hole of negligible length where the 
diameter of the hole is small compared to the mean free 
path of the molecules* Knudsen flow, often referred to 
as moleoular flow, is flow through a hole of considerable 
length where the hole opening is small compared to the 
mean free path of the molecules. In Knudsen flow the 
molecules collide with the walls in flowing through the 
tube* Polseuille flow, turbulent, and orifice flow 
require that the mean free path of the molecules be
-5-
large in comparison to the hole openings. Flow of 
fluids through a tube without turbulence is classified 
as Polseuille flow. Turbulent flow is obtained when 
fluid flowing through a tube reaches a certain limiting 
mass velocity. Orifice flow takes place when fluids 
flow through a friotlonless nozzle.
Graham*s Law and Basic Separation Bcuatlon. The 
study of gaseous diffusion by means of moleoular flow 
was investigated in 1829 by Graham^^. It was found 
for a binary system that the rate of diffusion through 
porous media into a vacuum was Inversely proportional 
to the square root of the moleoular weight of the gas. 
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area per unit pressure difference. Calculation of the
/ o \
permeability constant is based on the following equation' 1 t
V m qd/At( p1 - p2 ) (3)
where s
3? * permeability oonstantf
QQ - Oft________seo-sq cm-cm Eg
q ss quantity of gas permeated, oo 
d m thiokness of membrane, cm 
A a membrane area, sq cm 
t m time, sea
p« m pressure at high pressure side of 
membrane, ora Hg
P2 * pressure at low pressure side of 
membrane, cm Hg.
Various methods of determining the permeability
constant of gases for different barrier materials have
(x i a ■! *56)been described in the literature' • 9 • A method as
(14)discussed by Cartwright' ' consists of measuring the 
volume of gas which permeates through a membrane from 
a chamber into a capillary chamber under vacuum. The 
capillary chamber is connected directly to a manometer 
that measures the pressure increase of the low-pressure 
chamber. Snowing the membrane area and thickness, 
the time of permeation, quantity of gas permeated, and
-8-
the pressure difference aoross the barrier, the permea­
bility constant can be calculated from Equation (3)#
Effect of Temperature on Permeability* Since the
importance of the permeability constant was recognized,
considerable study has been devoted to its behavior.
(o)Barrer' ' was the first to show from experimental data 
that the relationship between the permeability constant 
and the absolute temperature could be expressed by the 
equation








s permeability constant at infinite
temperature, oc - cm
seo-sq oa-om ng
s activation energy of permeability,
calories per gram mole
ae universal gas constant, 1 *9872
calories per gram mole - 
degree K
s absolute temperature, degree K*
Talcing the logarithm of both sides of Equation (4) 
results in
-Bj/R (1/T) ♦ in PQIn P (5 )
9-
From Equation (5) a plot of the logarithm of the 
permeability constant as a function of the reciprocal 
of the absolute temperature should result in a straight 
line with a slope of - S /B and interoept of In P .
Jr ^(q \Brubaker and Kammermeyer' ' have determined E and ?0 
at various temperatures for oarbon dioxide, hydrogen, 
oxygen, and nitrogen employing approximately twenty- 
five different plastic films.
Values of the permeability constant for several 
gases are recorded at various temperatures by Weller 
and Steiner^®9 , Simril and Hershberger'**^,
/ ■& 07 jBrubaker and Kammermeyer* 9 1', and Huoklns and 
Kammeraayar*20*.
Gas Separation and the Separation Faotor. The
ratio of the permeability constant of the gases in a
(2*5)binary system is termed the separation faotor' which 
is a measure of the selectivity of the membrane. If the 
separation faotor is greater than unity, the barrier 
under investigation is more selective to the component 
that appears in the numerator of the permeability oonstant 
ratio. The larger the separation faotor the greater 
the enrichment that can be expeoted, since separation is 
based on unequal permeation rates.
-10
/ Ap Ac\Waller and Steiner' § have used separation 
factors greater than unity In arriving at equations for 
gas flow through plastic membranes* Although the flow 
mechanism may be different for porous materials than for 
plastic membranes, the equations should be valid for 
porous materials, as pointed out by Hu ok ins and Kamzner-
19 4 )meyer' , as long as the flow remains molecular* The 
equations of Weller and Steiner were derived for two 
oases* Complete mixing on both sides of the membrane 
was the basis for the first ease and no mixing on either 
side of the membrane formed the basis for the second 
case* It has been found by these investigators that the 
equation that assumes no mixing is applicable to flow 
through plastic membranes*
Prediction of the Degree of Enrichment * By means
(*54)of the equations of Mull ike n and Harkins' , Kammer- 
meyer and Ward^2^ ,  and Weller and Steiner^2* ^ ,  it is 
possible to predlot the composition of the permeated gas 
where the fraction of gas that is allowed to flow is 
known* Agreement within a per cent or two between the 
experimental values and the theoretical values as calcu­
lated from appropriate equations have been observed by
-11
(op 4 o\various Investigators' 9 '• Discrepancy on the order
of a few per oent has been observed under conditions 
where the fraction of gas permeated is snail* The 
factors aooountlng for this deviation have been suggested 
by £elth^*^» These factors are s (1) there Is b&ek 
diffusion of the permeated gas from the low pressure 
side of the membrane» (2) the idea that the flow is 
entirely moleoular is unlikely, (3) a sluggish film at 
the barrier surface tends to decrease the driving foroe 
for gas flow* The gas film is composed of gaseous mole­
cules that tend to adhere to the membrane surface and 
results in a decrease in flow through the barrier*
Troes of Diffusion Celia* An increasing supply 
of barrier materials with greater selectivity Is being 
developed and it is necessary that adequate diffusion 
oells and auxiliary equipment be available for diffusion 
study* Various types of oells are being used in the 
study of diffusion through barriers*
Weller and Steiner^® ^ have devised a diffusion 
oell which consists of a plastic film supported by 
porous materlali such as paperf to serve as a baoklng* 
Alternate layers of paper and plastio film are damped 
together to form a unit*
-12
( %Q)S t o k e s d e s c r i b e s  one type of agitated cell 
that Is being employed. The diffusion cell as con­
structed by Stokes is of Pyrex with a total volume of 
about fifty ml111liters. Glass spheres are made to roll 
on the diaphragm by rotating the cell about an inclined 
axis. The rolling of the spheres on the diaphragm pro­
duces adequate mixing, but does not entirely eliminate 
the stagnant layer next to the membrane.
(pg)Osbum and Kamoermeyer' ' describe a cell that 
functions adequately and is completely different in 
design. The cell design consists of an inner conduit» 
a film of flat plastic tubing wrapped around the conduit, 
and an outer chamber to house the other parts. A two- 
inch standard steel pipe has been used as the outer shell.
Other types of oells are being employed in diffusion 
study, but the majority are only a slight modification 
of the Weller and S t e i n e r ^  design. Alterations in the 
housing design and the use of such materials as sintered 
bronxe and wire screens for backing materials are the 
primary changes.
Barrier Materials and Their Requirements. By far 
the greatest amount of research Involved with separation 
by gaseous diffusion has been conducted with plastic
13
barriers# Plastic barriers have been used preferentially 
because of their selectivity and availability. Kaamer- 
meyer and Brubaker' ' discuss the characteristics that 
a material should possess In order to serve as a barrier 
for separation of gases. These characteristics ares 
(1) high permeability, to reduce area requirementj (2) 
high selectivity, to reduce power requirements and the 
number of stages required} (3) chemical stability) (4) 
physical stability. Considerable data on separation of 
gaseous mixtures with plastic membranes are recorded In 
the l i t e r a t u r e ^ #
Other materials than plastics have also been inves­
tigated for barriers. Porous glass has been studied by 
Kammermeyer and associates^ * * * ' and found to have
definite possibilities as a membrane material for econom­
ical gaseous separation. Because of its high permeability 
toward hydrogen, palladium has been investigated by 
deRosset' p/. Rubber membranes' , barriers of ceramic 
material^ as well as several other materials have
been studied.
Effect of Adsorption on Gaseous Diffusion. It has 
been noted by several i n v e s t i g a t o r s ^ ' ^ * 29#30,35,40) 
that the rate of flow of vapors by diffusion was consider­
ably greater than predicted from theory. The factors as
(31 )suggested by Keith' were not sufficient to account
14-
for this phenomenon. Adsorption on the surface of the
t V) )barrier has been proposed' 7 to account for this occur*
ence. Considerable study has been devoted to adsorption
and a great deal of work remains to be done before a
complete understanding of adsorbed flow can be attained.
— (M lKammermeyer and Wyriekv^ 7 discuss the separation 
of two gases of essentially the same moleoular weight, 
propane and carbon dioxide, by means of barrier flow 
on the basis of adsorption behavior. Adsorption has been
acoepted as an explanation for these phenomena, but it
f  ( M )has been pointed out by Bararer and Grove' 7 that adsorp­
tion does not account for the deviation observed in 
every case.
Botmomloal Cpn.lder.tlon Mid Commercial Application
of Gaseous Diffusion. Since economical separation of
gaseous mixtures is the primary objective of the majority
of the research dealing with gaseous diffusion, It
follows that considerable effort has been devoted to the
development of an application of commercial Interest for
gaseous diffusion. Gaseous diffusion has not found Its
place in Industry because more conventional and economical
fa)means of separation are generally available. Benediotw/ 
discusses the economic aspect of separation by gaseoue
-15-
diffusion and points out the large amount of energy
/ 4 3 )required. An investigation by Weller and Steiner' , 
dealing with the enrichment of air in oxygen, the separa­
tion of helium from natural gas, the separation of hydrogen 
from hydrogenated tail-gas, and the enrichment of refinery 
gas shows that separation by gaseous diffusion oould be 
economically feasible. Plant size was extremely large 
and power requirements were excessive, but considering 
that commercially available packaging films were employed 
in the Weller and Steiner investigation, results were 
favorable•
Industrial utilization of gaseous diffusion is
presently limited to the separation of uranium isotopes.
(19)This important separation is discussed by Hogerton' 
in an article concerning the United States Atomic Energy 
Commission plant at Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
-16-
III. SXP5RIM1!NTitL
The experimental section covers the various phases 
of the experimentation. Included in this section are 
the purpose of investigation, the plan of experimenta­
tion, the materials, the apparatus, the method of 
procedure, the data and results, and the sample calcu­
lations.
Purpose of Investigation
The purpose of this investigation was to study the 
effect of temperature and harrier thickness on permeability 
and separation by gaseous diffusion. Carbon dioxide and 
hydrogen were the diffusing gases and polystyrene of 




The plan of experimentation consisted of a search 
of the literature for information concerning the problem* 
the assemblage of the necessary equipment* the check of 
the system for leaks, the collection of the desired data* 
and the analysis of the data.
Literature Review. Selection of the specific 
research problem was not made until a brief search of 
the literature was completed. The review of the litera­
ture was to determine what had been done on the problem 
of gaseous diffusion.
Assemblage of Equipment. After the necessary 
equipment was obtained and the equipment layout completed* 
the apparatus was assembled. All connection lines were 
installed and the entire apparatus was made ready for 
the preliminary check of the system for leaks.
Check of the System. A thorough check of the 
apparatus was made for leaks and for other imperfections 
before the tests were made for the acquisition of data.
Collection of Data. The data for permeability 
study was obtained by measuring the diffusion rate of
18-
oarbon dioxide and hydrogen through various thicknesses 
of polystyrene at various temperatures. The diffusion 
rates irere determined by observing the column of sodium 
chloride solution displaced In a given time interval.
Separation data were obtained by the analysis of 
a sample of the permeated gas. The sample was oolleoted 
In a capillary tube and analysed by means of an Orsat 
with sodium hydroxide as the absorbing fluid.
Analysis of Data. Analysis of the data consisted 




The following materials were employed in this 
Investigation dealing with the permeability and separa­
tion characteristics of polystyrene* All materials were 
readily obtainable except the polystyrene sheeting which 
was furnished without charge by the Dow Chemical Company«
Carbon Dioxide* Unpurifled, cylinder no* 24911• 
Obtained from J*R* Gibbons, Springfield, Missouri* Used 
as the diffusing gae in permeability and separation study*
Snoxy Heain and Catalyst* Two tubes* Supplied 
by Woodhlll Chemical Co., Cleveland 14, Ohio* Used to 
seal diffusion cell and repair constant temperature bath*
Hydrogen* Electrolytic* Unpurified, CD* 4056,
194 eu* ft* Manufactured and distributed by The Katheson 
Company* Used as the diffusing gas in permeability and 
separation study*
Polystyrene Sheeting* Uncoated, 1, 3, and 5 mil- 
thicknesses* Manufactured and distributed by The Dow 
Chemical Company, Cleveland, Ohio under the trade name 
"Tryeite*. Used as the membrane material*
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Sodium Ohlorlds« Saturated solution prepared 
from toehmioal grade* Supplied by Kerek and Company, 
Rahway, low Jersey# Used ms tho displacement fluid in tho 
capillary tubs«
3adiua Hydroxide* Saturated solution prepared 
from solid, Manufactured by Olln Mathieson Corp*# 
Baltimore, Maryland* tfsed to absorb earbon dloxlds in a 
standard Orsat analysis#
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The apparatus listed below was used in the Investi­
gation of polystyrene as & barrier material for gaseous 
diffusion. Only the diffusion cell of polyvinyl chloride 
Is of special design and construct Ion.
Bath# Constant Temperature. Porcelain crock, 
diameter 17 in., height 18 in., wall thickness 3/4 in. 
Obtained from tf.S.H. stockroom. To contain water and 
be used in conjunction with a thermostat and heater to 
control the temperature of the entering and exit gaa 
streams.
Cell. Diffusion, length 11 in., height 6 in., 
diameter 6 in., constructed of standard 3 in. polyvinyl 
chloride pipe. Obtained from Mr. Russell A. Primrose, 
Instr. in Chemical Engineering, M.5.K. Used to house 
barrier material for permeability and separation study. 
Refer to Appendix, page 100a.
Colls. Copper, 1/4 in. OD, 20 ft. Manufactured 
and supplied by Lewin-Hathes Company. Used to preheat 
the feed and to cool the permeated gas.
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Gauge. Pressure, bronze tube Duragauge, 0 - 1 5  
lb* per sq* In. range, 1/4 lb* subd. Manufactured by 
Ashoroft, U*S*A* Used to measure the pressure of hydro­
gen and carbon dioxide in feed stream*
Gauge * Pressure, type 316 stainless steel 
Duragauge, 30 In* of mercury to 30 lb* per sq. in* 
positive pressure range, 1 in* and 1 lb* subd* Manu­
factured by Ashcroft, U*3*A* Used to measure the 
pressure of downstream side of membrane*
Meter Sticfc. 1 mm divisions. Supplied by Falcon, 
Auburn, Maine. Used to mount capillary tube and to 
measure the column of fluid displaced by diffusion*
Pluet. 25 and 50 ml. Obtained from Fisher Scien­
tific Co., Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. Used as leveling 
bulbs for permeability and separation study.
Pump * Vacuum, Oenoo. Hyvac, cat. no. 91105, 
serial no. 53946, A-0 motor, Hp - 1/4, Fr 48, Model 
5KH33GG 106B, RPK 1725# *H 1, volts 115, amps. 5*6, 
cycles 60, continuous, K.S.M. no. 25081• Motor manu­
factured by General Blectrio Company and the entire unit 
supplied by The Central Scientific Company, Chicago, 
Illinois. Used to evacuate diffusion cell.
Regulator* Pressure, 0 - 100 lb. per sq. In. 
and 0 - 3000 lb. per sq.ln. gauges, gauge nos. 22024-1 
and 22025-1# M.S.M. no. 22685. Supplied by The Matheson 
Company. Used to oontrol pressure of hydrogen in feed 
at 15 lb. per sq.ln. for permeability study and 7.5 lb. 
per sq.ln. for separation study.
Regulator. Pressure, 0 - 100 lb. per sqtln. and 
0 - 3000 lb. per sq.ln. gauges, gauge nos. 22024-1 and 
22025*1• Supplied by The Matheson Company. Used to 
control the pressure of carbon dioxide in feed at 15 lb. 
per sq.ln. for permeability study and 7.5 lb. per sq.ln. 
for separation study.
Stopoock. 3-way. Obtained from M.S.M. stock­
room. Used to pass permeated gas to capillary tube for 
volume determination and to pass from capillary tube to 
scrubbing chamber.
Thermostat. Inst. no. 1913# watts 1040, volts 
100-120, temp, scale 20 - 90 degrees centigrade, U.S. 
Pat. Specf. no. 2,795#686, Brit Spedf. no. 773#977.
Used to regulate and control temperature of oonstant 
temperature bath.
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Tube, Capillary, 1*5 nun ID, 1 mater in length* 
Supplied by Xlirible Claes Co.* Pencoyd, Pennsylvania.
Used to contain saturated sodium chloride solution and 
to measure volume of permeated gas*
Tube.* Class, 1/4 in* OD. Supplied by Kimble 
Glass 0o*# Pencoyd, Pennsylvania* Used to contain 
saturated sodium hydroxide and to serve as a scrubbing 
chamber.
Tubing* Polyethylene, type HpM, 1/4 in* OD,
50 ft* Manufactured by Samuel Moore and Company. Used 
as connection lines*
Valves * Control, 1/4 in., 3 in number. Manufac­
tured by Hoke Incorporated, Oresskill, Sew Jersey* Used 
to regulate flow of various streams.
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Method of Procedure
The experimental procedure for the study of gaseous 
diffusion employing polystyrene as the barrier material 
is considered under three headings. Separate procedures 
are discussed for the check of the system for leaks, the 
determination of flow rates for permeability calculations, 
and the determination of the degree of separation of a 
fifty mole per cent carbon dioxide and fifty mole per 
cent hydrogen mixture.
Check of System for Leaks. The start-up of the 
equipment for acquisition of permeability and separation 
data was proceeded by a preliminary check of the system 
for possible leaks. This check of the system for leaks 
consisted of (1) a check to see if the system could 
maintain a constant pressure of 15 pounds per square 
inhii for three to four hours, (2) a check to see if the 
system could maintain a constant liquid level for thirty 
minutes. If the system could maintain a constant pressure 
and a constant liquid level, the apparatus was assumed 
free from leaks.
The references for the procedure concerning the 
check of the system for leaks refers to Figure JL, page 26.
1. Carbon dioxide valve
2. Hydrogen valve
3. Pressure gauge - 15 lb/in*
4. Pressure gauge - 15 lb/in*
5. Valve for sampling unpermeated gaa
6. Fressure gauge - 30 lb/in*
7. Valve for sampling permeated gas
8. Pressure gauge - 30 lb/in®
9. Diffusion cell
10. Valve for venting
11. Copper coil for feed gas
12. Copper coil for permeated gas
13. Meter stick with mounted capillary tube
14. Leveling bulb
15. Thermostat and heater
16. Constant temperature bath
FIGURE 1: Equipment Diagram for the Permeability
Study of Hydrogen, Carbon Dioxide, and & Fifty 
Mole Per Cent Mixture of the Two Gases Diffusing 
Through Polystyrene
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Check of Constant Pressure Capabilities. Carbon 
dioxide was employed in the preliminary check of the 
system for leaks.
With no polystyrene barrier in the cell and 
with valves £, an<* 10. closed, valve 1 was opened 
and carbon dioxide allowed to flow into the system 
until the pressure was 15 pounds per square inch as 
recorded by gauges £, 4*" 6 , and 2.. ihen 15 pounds 
per square inch was obtained, the carbon dioxide 
valve 1 was closed. The system was allowed to stay 
at this condition for three to four hours after 
which time the pressure gauges £, j±9 and S were 
observed. If the system had maintained a constant 
pressure of 15 pounds per square inch for this 
period of time, the portion of the apparatus upstream 
from valve £ was assumed free of leaks. Valves 2. 
and £ were opened in this order to allow the system 
to come to atmospheric pressure. Valve 2. vas opened 
before valve £ so as not to force the sodium ohlorlde 
solution out of the capillary tube 13.
Check of Constant Liquid Level Capabilities.
The part of the apparatus downstream from valve 
£ was cheoked for leaks. The liquid level in the 
capillary tube ££ was adjusted until its level
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corresponded to a reading of thirty centimeters on 
the meter stick Adjustment of the liquid level
in the capillary tube was accomplished by means 
of the leveling bulb 14* After adjustment of the 
liquid level, valve X waB closed. The leveling 
bulb 14 was lowered until its level corresponded 
to sixty centimeters on the meter stick. The liquid 
level in the capillary tube should drop two to five 
centimeters and then maintain a constant value.
After the apparatus was allowed to remain at this 
condition for thirty minutes, the level in the 
capillary tube JJ5 was observed. The reading after 
thirty minutes should still be a oonstant value if 
the system was free of leaks.
The leveling bulb ^4 was adjusted until the 
liquid level in the oapillary tube JJj, corresponded 
to thirty oentlmeters on the meter stick. The 
entire system was brought to atmospheric pressure 
by opening valve X*
The thermostat and heater JL5, *®re not employed 
at this stage of the investigation, since the oheok 
of the system for leaks was made at room temperature.
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Determination of Standard Flow Rate* After 
the system had been checked for leaks, a barrier of 
one-mil polystyrene was inserted in the diffusion 
cell and the diffusion rate of carbon dioxide deter­
mined* The flow rate of carbon dioxide through 
one-mil polystyrene served as the standard flow 
rate for the remainder of the Investigation. After 
a thickness of polystyrene had been investigated at 
25* 35* 45, and 50 degrees centigrade, the flow 
rate of oarbon dioxide through one-mil polystyrene 
was determined and compared with the standard flow 
rate* The comparison of the flow rate with the 
standard flow rate served as a check to determine if 
the system was free of leaks* Polystyrene of one-mil 
thickness served as the barrier in the determination 
of the standard flow rate because of its ability to 
pass oarbon dioxide more rapidly than the three-mil 
or five-mil thickness.
The one-mil polystyrene was inserted In the 
diffusion cell 2* Valve was opened while care­
fully observing pressure gauges 2, 4, and J to be 
sure their reading did not exceed 10 pounds per 
square inch* Valve remained open and the carbon 
dioxide was allowed to pass through the upstream
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portion of the cell for one minute. After one minute 
the upstream side of the system was assumed free of 
air and valve X was closed. Valve 5 . was dosed so 
as not to allow re-entry of the air into the diffu­
sion cell 2.*
Valve X was opened and adjusted until pressure 
gauges A, and 6. read 1 5 pounds per square Inch. 
With valves X an<* 12. the liquid level in the
leveling bulb was adjusted until the level in 
the capillary tube 1J5 corresponded to thirty centi­
meters on the meter stick. Valve 10 was closed and 
at the same instant a stopwatch was started. Carbon 
dioxide was allowed to diffuse through the barrier 
for a period of one hour. After one hour valve X 
was closed and the leveling bulb XiL adjusted to a 
distance below the capillary level corresponding to 
the capillary rise. Determination of the capillary 
rise consisted of measuring the column of liquid in 
the capillary tube XI above the level in the leveling 
bulb Xit when the system was at atmospheric pressure. 
The reading on the meter stick corresponding to the 
liquid level in the oapillary tube jJL was recorded.
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The flow rate of carbon dioxide was calculated 
from the column of liquid displaced, the cross- 
section area of the capillary tube 13. and the one 
hour that diffusion took place.
Valves 21* an(* JLQl vere opened and the liquid 
level in the capillary tube adjusted to a reading 
of thirty centimeters on the meter stick. The system 
was at atmospheric pressure and ready for the next 
stage of the experimentation.
Determination of Permeability. The rate of diffu­
sion of carbon dioxide and hydrogen through one, three, 
and five-mil polystyrene at 26, 35, 45* and 50 degrees 
centigrade, was determined.
All references in this procedure for the permeability 
determination refer to Figure JL, page 26.
Oarbon Dioxide Permeability. The one-mil 
polystyrene was inserted in the diffusion cell an<* 
the cell submerged in the constant temperature bath 
16 • Valve 5. was opened after the bath 1.6. had 
attained a constant temperature of 26 degrees oenti- 
grade. The carbon dioxide valve JL was opened and
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carbon dioxide allowed to flow through the diffusion 
oell 2. an<* va**t to the atmosphere through valve 
Careful observation was made of the pressure gauges 
it it 6, to see that they did not exceed 1 5 pounds
per square inch. Valve £. was closed after it had been 
open for one minute. Valve 5. was closed and valve JL 
opened until pressure gauges 2., 4, and 6, read 15 
pounds per square inch. Valve JL was again closed and 
the system allowed to remain at these conditions for 
thirty minutes. After thirty minutes the carbon di­
oxide on the upstream side of the barrier was assumed 
to have reached the temperature of the constant 
temperature bath 15.
fith valves £ and IjD open, the liquid level in 
the capillary tube was adjusted to a reading of 
approximately thirty centimeters on the meter stick. 
The initial reading of the meter stick was about 
thirty centimeters in order to have at least fifty 
centimeters of liquid available for displacement.
Pressure gauges A* and 6, were checked to see 
if the 15 pound per square inch pressure was constant. 
If the pressure gauges did not read 15 pounds per 
square inch, valve was opened and adjusted until
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this reading was obtained* Valve JL was closed and 
remained closed unless the reading on the pressure 
gauges 2» 4., and 6, dropped below 15 pounds per square 
inch.
Valve 12. was closed and at the same Instant a 
stopwatch was started* Liquid In the capillary 
tube 12 was displaced for a period of ten minutes 
at which time valve Z was closed* The leveling 
bulb 14, was adjusted until Its liquid level was the 
same distance below the level in the capillary tube 
as it was at the beginning of the test* The reading 
on the meter stick corresponding to the liquid level 
in the capillary tube 12 was recorded.
The rate of diffusion was oaloulated from the 
column of liquid displaced, the cross-section area 
of the oapillary tube 13* and the length of time of 
the experiment* Ten minute tests were made at 26°C 
until values of the diffusion rate agreed to within 
five per cent of each other*
Valves Z  an<* 12. were opened and the level in the 
oapillary tube 12 adjusted to approximately thirty 
centimeters on the meter stick. Valve 2 was opened 
and the system allowed to come to atmospheric pres­
sure
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The diffusion rates at 26, 35# 45# and 50 de­
grees centigrade were determined for each of the 
three thicknesses. Replacement of the harrier did 
not take place after each experiment, but only after 
the diffusion rate had been determined for each temper­
ature .
Hydrogen Permeability. After diffusion rates 
for carbon dioxide had been determined at the four 
temperatures and for the three thicknesses of 
polystyrene, the diffusion rate of hydrogen was 
determined. The hydrogen diffusion rate was deter­
mined in the same way as the carbon dioxide rate 
using hydrogen gas in place of carbon dioxide.
Permeability of Mixture. The method of 
procedure for the diffusion rate determination of 
the fifty mole per cent carbon dioxide and fifty 
mole per cent hydrogen mixture was the same as that 
for hydrogen and carbon dioxide except for the 
initial purging of the system. For purging with 
the fifty-fifty mlxutre, valve £ was closed and 
valve i was opened until pressure gauges 4, and & 
read seven and one-half pounds per square inch*
Valve 1 was olosed and valve 2 was opened until the
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pressure gauges reached 15 pounds per square inch* 
Valve 5. was opened until the pressure gauges read 
zero pounds per square inch* Valve was closed 
and valve i opened as before and the procedure 
repeated five times to insure removal of other gases 
from the upstream portion of the system*
Ten minutes were required for each test for the 
determination of permeability except in the case of 
the five-mil polystyrene* Tests of thirty minute 
duration were made with five-mil barriers because 
they exhibit a diffusion rate as low as 0.16 cubic 
centimeters per hour. The diffusion rate of 0*16 
cubic centimeters per hour corresponds to a liquid 
level displacement of approximately 10 centimeters.
Determination of Separation* A. fifty mole per cent 
carbon dioxide and fifty mole per cent hydrogen mixture 
was used in the separation study* References as listed 
in this procedure refer to Figure £t page 36*
Preparation of Mixture* The fifty-fifty 
mixture was prepared by inserting the barrier in 
the diffusion cell £» closing valve and opening 
valve JL until a pressure of seven and one-half 
pounds per square inch was read on pressure gauges
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LEGEND
1. Carbon dioxide valve
2. Hydrogen valve
3. Pressure gauge - 15 lb/in84. Pressure gauge - 15 lb/in8
5. Valve for sampling unpermeated gas
6. Pressure gauge - 30 lb/in8
7. Valve for sampling permeated gas
8. Three-way stopcock
9. Diffusion cell
10. Thermostat and heater
11. Copper coil for feed gas
12. Scrubbing chamber and leveling bulb
13. Meter stick with mounted capillary tube
14. Leveling bulb
15. Constant temperature bath
FIGUJRE 2: Equipment Diagram for the Separation Study
of Hydrogen, Carbon Dioxide, and a Fifty Mole Per 
Cent Mixture of the Two Oases Diffusing Through 
Polystyrene
Ji* 4* And £• Valve X m e  closed and valve £ was 
opened until the reading of the pressure gauges was 
15 pounds per square Inch* Valve £ was closed and 
the system allowed to remain at this condition for 
one-half hour In order to reach the temperature of 
the constant temperature bath 15*
Coll<otlP3 of Gan sample. The three-way 
stopcock 8, was removed to allow the downstream part 
of the apparatus to come to atmospheric pressure.
The liquid level in the capillary tube JJL vm® 
adjusted until it corresponded to twenty-three 
centimeters on the meter stick. The twenty-three 
centimeter reading was the smallest that could be 
measured on the apparatus because the connection 
between the tubing and the oapillary tube takes 
place at twenty-three centimeters on the meter 
stick*
The leveling bulb on the scrubbing chamber 12 
was raised until the level of sodium hydroxide in 
the scrubbing chamber reached the three-way stopcock 
8 * The sodium hydroxide was maintained at the level 
of the stopcock until scrubbing of the gas was 
desired*
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Adjustment of the liquid levels wae followed 
by insertion of the three-way stopcock J3 in a 
position that allowed gas to pass directly from the 
diffusion cell 2. to the capillary tube JJ*. The 
stopcock j3 remained in this position until the level 
in the capillary corresponded to a reading of seventy- 
three centimeters on the meter stick# The level in 
the leveling bulb 14 was lowered to a position below 
seventy-three centimeters by an amount equal to the 
capillary rise in the capillary tube JJ># A capillary 
rise of seven-tenths of a centimeter was experienced 
during the various tests#
Scrubbing the Permeated Gas# When the level 
in the capillary tube JJ£ reached seventy-three centi­
meters, the three-way stopcock 8 was adjusted to a 
position that allowed gas to pass from the capillary 
tube n to the scrubbing chamber 1£# Raising and 
lowering of the leveling bulb 14 forced the gaseous 
mixture to contact the sodium hydroxide in the 
scrubbing chamber JJ2. After the leveling bulb 14 
had been raised and lowered six or seven times the 
bulb was adjusted to a position such that the sodium 
hydroxide level exactly touched the three-way 
stopcock 8*
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The stopcock £ was adjusted to a position that 
allowed no gas to pass from the oapillary tube 13*
The leveling bulb Yb was adjusted to a position 
until its level was the same distance below the level 
in the oapillary corresponding to the oapillary rise 
In the oapillary tube reading of the liquid
level In the capillary was recorded and the three- 
way stopcock 8, removed« The removal of the stopcock 
allowed the downstream part of the system to come 
to atmospherlo pressure*
Shut-down of Apparatus* Shut-down of the 
apparatus consisted of opening valve £ and allowing 
the system to come to atmospheric pressure*
Calculation of Permeated Gas Composition* The 
degree of separation was determined for one-mil 
polystyrene at 26* 35* ^5* and 50 degrees centigrade• 
Two or three tests were made at each of the above tem­
peratures and the barrier removed after finishing 
with each temperature*
By knowing the volume of diffused gas, the 
volume of diffused gas after scrubbing, and the 
volume of the downstream part of the system, the
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oomposltlon of the permeated gas can be determined, 
this o&leulatlon is illustrated under Sample Calcu­
lations. page 68.
»ad Results
The data and results of this Investigation are 
presented In the following sections*
Permeability of Carbon Dioxide* The permeability 
of oarbon dioxide le recorded in Tablet £t jt£» and III. 
pages 45, 46* and 47* respectively* These tables deal 
with the permeability of oarbon dioxide for one* three* 
and flve*mil thicknesses of polystyrene. The permeability 
Is investigated at 26* 35* 43, and 30 degrees centigrade 
for the three barrier thloknesses.
Determination of the permeability constant required 
that the volume of permeated gae be recorded. The 
permeated gas volume was determined by measuring the 
oolumn of sodium chloride solution displaced in the 
oapillary tube and multiplying this column by the croeBi­
section area of the oapillary tube.
Correction to atmospheric conditions was necessary 
before the permeated gas volume could be used in the 
permeability constant calculations*
Permeability of Hydrogen. The permeability of 
hydrogen as experimentally determined le recorded In 
Tables If* X* XL pages 48* 49* and 50, reepeotively.
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Polystyrene of one, three, and five-mil thicknesses was 
Investigated at 26, 35, 45, and 50 degrees centigrade•
Permeability of a Mixture of Carbon Dioxide and 
Eydrogen« the permeability of a fifty mole per oent 
hydrogen and fifty mole per cent carbon dioxide mixture 
are recorded in Tables VII* VIII* and IX. pages 51, 52, 
and 53, respectively* Polystyrene of one, three, and 
five-mil thloknesses was Investigated at 26, 35, 45, and 
50 degrees centigrade*
Summary of Permeability* The effect of temperature 
on permeability is summarized in Table X, page 54, and 
Figures i, 4, and 55 , 56, and 57, respectively •
The relationship between permeability and barrier 
thickness at 26 degrees centigrade is expressed graph­
ically in Figure £, page 58# and in tabular form in 
Table X, page 54.
The summary of permeability is for hydrogen, oarbon 
dioxide, and a mixture of fifty mole per cent hydrogen 
and fifty mole per oent carbon dioxide*
Permeability Qonstants as Reported in the literature* 
Comparison of the permeability constants of oarbon dioxide 
and hydrogen are presented in Table XI* page 59* Polysty­
rene of one-mil thickness was the barrier material and
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values of the permeability are reported at 20 , 2 5 , 30, 
and 40 degrees centigrade* The permeability constant 
is reported for the years 1950, 1952, and 1960*
Barrier materials for the 1 9 5 2  and i9 6 0 investiga­
tions were supplied by The Bov Chemical Company* Bahellte 
Corporation was the supplier for the 1950 investigation*
Blffuslon Rate as a Function of Temperature. A 
comparison of the diffusion rate, in units of oublo 
centimeters per second, square centimeter, centimeter of 
mercury, and the temperature is presented in Table XII* 
page 60, and Figure X* 61*
Separation of a Mixture of Carbon Dioxide and 
Hydrogen * The data and results obtained from the separ­
ation of a fifty mole per cent hydrogen and fifty mole 
per cent oarbon dioxide mixture are recorded in Table 
XIII* page 62, and Table XIV* page 63* One, three, 
and five-mil thicknesses of polystyrene and temperatures 
of 26, 35, 45, and 50 degrees centigrade were employed 
in the separation study*
The enrichment as determined experimentally was 
compared with the enrichment as determined from the 
separation factor in Table XIV* page 63, and Figure X» 
page 65*
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Tabid XIV. page 63* correlates the effect of 
barrier thickness and temperature on the separation 
factor* The relationship between barrier thickness 
and the separation factor is expressed graphically in 
Figure 6* page 64.
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1 32*0 60.8 0.668 15 26.0 30.2 0.533
2 32.7 58.2 0.451 10 26.0 30.2 0.580
%*P 32.1 58.3 9.472 10 26.0 30.5 0,6074 33.3 59.0 0.454 10 2*5.0 30.5 0.584
5 32.5 58.2 0.454 10 26.0 30.5 0.5846 22.1 48.0 0.458 10 25.0 30.8 0.539
7 21*9 48.0 0.461 10 26.0 30.3 0.594
8 22.3 49.4 0.451 10 26.0 30.6 0.594
9 22.0 48.5 0.468 10 26.0 31 .0 0.602
10 22.1 48.4 0.465 10 35*0 3 1 *o 0.595
11 22.3 43.2 0 . 4 5 8 10 35.0 30.3 0 . 5 0 7
12 22.0 43. S 0.463 10 35. ^ 30.6 0.593
13 tfc# T 48.5 0*468 10 35.0 30.8 0 .5 8 5
14 22.3 31 .0 1.036 10 45.0 30.6 1.326
15 22.0 53.9 0.569 10 46.0 30.6 0.72016 22.7 . i 0.528 10 45.0 30.6 0.675
17 22.5 51.1 0*506 10 45.0 30.5 0.64813 22.$ 51 .0 0.502 10 45.0 30.5 0.644
19 22.S 50.5 0 .4 9 4 10 43**9 30.6 0.633





a Btrrltr trtt m i  38*23 seaars ointUitirf 
° Pr«««ur0 dlfferiaec across barrier via 15 pounda/sq lash 
° Cross-»aectlon area cf oapillary tubs mae 0.01768 sq cm.
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TABLE II
PERM5A31LITY BATA ASP RESULTS USIKG POLYSTYRENE 0? THRER-fcIL 
THiqgggSS AS THE BARRIER MATERIAL11 AHP CARBON PIOXIPSb
AS THS DIFFUSING GAS
bxper- Meter Permeated0 Time Tempera** PermeabilityAment Stick ta.8 Volume ture Constant
1 Initial Pinal Bath Room X 109
no* cm cm oc min ° n ° aw .tfl.oc-oa
■ec-cm -cm Hg
26 21 .0 27.5
■i H i
0.1148 10 26.0 29.0 0.444
27 21 *2 27.8 0.1165 10 26.0 29.2 0.45328 20.9 27.5 0.1165 10 26*0 29.0 0.453
29 21 .0 27.5 0.1148 10 26.0 29 *0 0.444
30 21 .6 29.4 0.1380 10 35*0 31 .0 0.531
31 21.5 28.4 0.1220 10 35.0 31.0 0.46832 21 .7 28.4 0.1184 to 35.0 31.0 0.453
33 21 .6 28.2 0.1165 10 35.0 31 .0 0.44734 21 *3 27.9 0.1165 10 35.0 31.0 0.447
35 21.1 30.9 0.1732 10 45.0 31.5 0.66736 21 *0 29.9 0.1573 10 45.0 31.5 0.604
37 21 .1 29.6 0.1500 10 45.0 31.4 0.57638 21 .0 28.2 0.1272 10 45.0 30.0 0.489
39 21 .0 27.6 0.1165 1 10 45.0 30.0 0.45040 20.9 27.6 0.1183 ! 10 45.0 29.0 0.45841 21 .0 I 27.7 0.1183 10 45.0 29.0 0.458
42 21 *2 I 27.9 0.1185 10 45.0 28.5 0.458
43 20.7 28.5 0.1380 10 50.0 29.0 0.53444 20.7 27.8 0.1255 10 50.0 29.4 0*486
45 20.3 27.3 0.1236 10 50.0 29.4 0.47746
I
20.7 27.7 0.1236 10 50.0! 29.4 0.477
a Barrier area was 36.28 square centimeters 
b Pressure difference across barrier vas 15 pounds/aq inoh 
® Croes—section area of oapillary tube was 0*01768 sq cm*
tAl&S III
g g i s e m a i  m ant fft T««J3L2 ;,Avi^ P
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|xper* later Permeated® Time Tempera* Permeabilityneest t^lek Gaa Volume ture Constant
Initial Final Bath "cam * 10®
no* ea cse oe aln °C °9 atd.ee*cm.
eee*em**em \%$
4? £3*! 7 0,3233 10 26.0 31 .0 0.1314a *j7# 1 24*5 0.0233 10 26,0 3 1 .0 9.179
49 23*1 24.7 0.0283 10 26.0 31.9 0.161so 23*1 a f 0.0283 10 . ft dfV # w 31 .0 0.131
51 23*1 2*5*1 0.0353 10 35.0 30*3, • V*. • 0.2255? 23*1 2* , 7 0.0283 10 35*0 31 .9 O.lSt33 f 23*1 34,7 0.0*33 10 35.0 [31.0 0.161
54 23.4 29*3 0.1042 30 48.0 31 .0 0.22355 21 • ■/ 27.5 0.0002 30 45.0 3 1 .0 0.193
5C as. r 27.3 0.0145 30 45.0 31.0 0.13157 22*? 24.3 •*%V *W ■<&—* 19 45.0 30.5 0.131
58 21.9 23*5 0.0301 10 50.9 30.5 0.193
59 aa <4 */* a a: 27*0 0.0845 30 50.0 30.8 0.13150 2 1 . 9 *4t * P
■
0.0233 10 50.0 30.5 0.181
* Barrier area was 5$#f§ eeuare eeatlaetere
J Srreaaure dlfferenoe aaroaa barrier vaa 15 peumde/ee iaab  ^0ro9s~»eotlc area of capillary tube eat O.OlW ®$. <»♦
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TABLS If
g M a m a i u n  data k s g SI3ULT5 03IBO FQLiainaa gy flKfeMl, 
THICEHE33 £
A9 i m  arrtPMio a*s
M  m s i i i r  aMSKiAL8- M S  Hiaaoojs.'*
U « .  I Xatar ?*msat*d° fin# #fl%---JT#*p
- --- r
•ra« PanaablUty
imant Stick Sac yoluae ture Constant
Initial| Pinal Bath Rood z 10*
no* #a os 00 min ®<3 °0 ....j i atcmm%»ca H&
61 22*9 72.1 0.863 10 26 .0 3 1 . 3 t.;io62 22*9 <>7.0 0.790 10 86.9 31.8 0 ,9 9 465 21 *7 65.1 3.786 10 26.0 31.8 1.00164 28.4 68.4 0.814 10 26 .0 31.6 1.038
65 22*7 66.7 0.778 TO 26.0 31.6 0.99466 21.3 65.6 0.734 10 28.0 31 .5 1.000
67 21.3 78.4 0.884 10 35 #0 3 1 . 6 1.14568 82.3 70.7 0.885 10 35.0 3 1 . 6 1.093
69 28.7 67.3 0.790 10 35.0 31.4 1.01070 22*3 66.6 0.784 10 35.0 31.4 1 .002
71 22.5 56.5 0.790 10 35*0 31.4 0.99572 23 #0 67.5 0.797 10 35.0 31.4 1 .0 0 6
73 22.1 76.4 0.960 10 4 5 .0 31 .5 1 / 2 3 074 22*7 68.9 0.316 10 4 5 .0 31.6 1.045
75 21*4 I 67.1 0.308 10 4 5 .0 31.« 1.03576 22.8 59.1 <3.323 10 4 5 .0 31.5 1.050
77 21 *9 67.1 0.798 10 4 5 .0 31.4 1.021
78 SO.8 77.1 0.995 10 50.0 3 1 . 4 1.270
79 20.7 69 .8 0.963 10 50.0 31.0 1.11080 21.3 71.4 0.888 10 50.0 3 1 . 4 1.13581 21.3 67.6 0.819 10 150.0 3 1 .0 1.050sa 22*1 68.1 0.814 10 |50.0 31.2 1.036j! 83 21.5 67.3 0.808 10 50.0 31.0 1.0J284 i 21.3 37.5 0.816 . <0..„ 5 0 .0 31.0 1.045
* Barfltr irti ms 38*28 #tuar# e«ntlait«ri
* Prassura dlffaraac# across fcarrisr m s  15 pouads/s* lush 
0 Cro«s«s96tloa area of oapillary 1ut># sat 0*01768 so « *
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P3RM IS ABILITY DATA AMD R33ULT3 USIlfG POLYSTYRENE OF THREE-MIL 
THIQKHB33 A3 THIS BARRIER MATERIAL0, ASP HYDROGEN*
A3 THS DIFFUSING GAS
TABL3 V
Bxper- Meter Permeated® Time Tempera- Permeabilitylment Stick Gas Volumt ture Constant
Initial Final Bath Room
OsOM
no* I om cm 00 min °nw °rsW Btd.oo-ca2 Zseo-cm -om Hg
85 21 .7 36.0 0.253 10 26.0 30.6 0.97286 22.1 35.9 0.244 10 26.0 30.4 0.94287 22.4 35.7 0.235 10 26.0 30.2 0.90488 22.4 35.8 0.237 10 26.0 30.2 0.912
89 21 .6 34.9 0.235 10 26.0 30.2 0.904
90 22.1 35.7 0.240 10 35.0 30.2 0.92691 23.0 37.3 0.253 10 35.0 30.2 0.97592 21 .7 34.8 0.232 10 35.0 30.5 0.892
93 22.1 35.2 0.232 10 35.0 30.2 0.89294 21.8 35.0 0.233 10 35.0 30.2 0.898
95 21 .4 37.5 I 0 .284 10 45.0 30.4 1.10096 22.7 46.5 0.244 10 145.0 30.2 0.941
97 22.4 36.0 0.240 10 45.0 30.2 0.92698 21 .5 35.3 0.244 10 145.0 30.2 0.941
99 23.0 36.8 0.244 10 45.0 30.2 0.941
too 20.7 35.1 0.255 to 50.0 30.2 0.982101 20.9 34.7 0.244 10 50.0 30.2 0.941102 21 .6 35.4 0
j___
.244 10 50.0130.4 0.941
a Barrier area was 38,28 square centimeters 
* Pressure difference across barrier was 15 pounds/sq Inch 
c Gross-section area of oapillary tube was 0*01768 sq cm*
v
TA.8X3 VI
£m w iw a m u  m  mama,mm Mtwmas a
111 JS& m i m in i mis i m m k
m  m i  m m&
3xp#?» Motor Poraoatod** Tim# Ttaptra* Paraaabllltyliatnl Stiak $a« Foluao turn Constant
i
Initial Final Bath Room x 10*
mo. ea am 00 aln w 0 ■td.oo-«a ..
8*o<*»aa **os& %
103 21*3 27.3 9.106 10 26.0 30.5 0.682104 22*3 40.2 0.316 30 26.0 3 0 .4 0.675105 se,3 28.3 0.106 10 26.0 30.4 0.662
106 21*8 29.0 0.127 10 33.0 30.4 0.616107 a s . s 29.2 0.113 10 35.0 30.6 9.725109 21 *7 3 9 .9 0.320 30 35.0 30.2 0.636109 22*3 28.3 0.106 10 35.0 30.2 0.662
110 23*1 30.1 0.124 10 4 5 .0 30.4 0.792111 22*3 28.5 0.110 10 45*9 30.4 0.704
i t s 22.3 40. T 0.325 30 4 5 .0 30.2 9.696113 SE.4 28.5 0.103 10 4 5 .0 30.2 0.692
114 23.3 29.3 0.110 10 50.0 30.2 0.704
§15 2 3 .1 *1 .7 9 .3 3 0 30 F X 30.2 0.704116
I..........
22*4 28.4 0.110 10 30.2 0.704
a Barrier ar*m « u  38.28 Mutri aMtla«tar«
* ?7t« ttir«  d l f f i r i a o c  aoroce M r r i t r  w»i 13 M u n d i/tq  inch
* 8roR*«>90tloQ tTRft o f  o a p i l la r y  tube vao 0•01768  M  m u
TA3LS m
?ggKSAam?T msa ABB M M MM. asiag poitstth^ s o? obs-hii 
.ffi.ga.tai m  IIS M 8JL?,SS hatsbiai* ME 1 mwr Has 
?sg otsy HYaaoasH MS n n *  kcls pss o:^ t
aAHBQg 3 IP X T P S  W X T O B g  A S  T BS  
PIFTOSIHa GAS
taper- Meter © “Permeated Timejfempera- Permeabilitylment Stielt Gas Volume ture Constant©
Initial Final Bath Boom * 10*
no* om om oo min 0 flV o«W atd.co-aa .
see-cm -o* Hg
117 31.0 41.5 0.185 5 26.0 30.2 0.722118 32.0 42.7 0.189 5 25.0 30.2 0.732119 31 *6 52.3 0.375 10 26.0 30.2 0.725
120 31.2 52.0 0.363 10 35.0 30.2 0.709121 31.2 61.5 0.538 10 35.0 30.0 0.694122 31.5 64.0 0.574 10 35.0 30.2 0.740
123 31 .1 63.1 0.566 10 35.0 30.2 0.729124 31.3 63.4 0.563 10 35.0 30.9 0.732
125 31 *0 65.6 0.512 10 45.0 30.2 0.789126 31.2 65.0 0.593 10 45.0 30.8 0.770127 32.» 65.0 0.582 10 45.0 30.0 0.750(23 31.5 64 «0 0.574 10 45.0 30.0 0.740
129 31.3 63.9 0.577 10 45.0 30.2 0.745130 30.1 68.5 0.574 10 45.0 30.2 0.740
131 30.5 66.9 0.624 10 50.0 30.2 0.929132 31.5 55.7 0.502 10 50.0 30.2 0.778
133 32.8 65.7 0,582 10 50.0 30.2 0.750134 30/3 63.4 0.577 10 50.0] 30.2 0.745
135 31.3 64.1 0.590 10 50.0 30.2 0.743 J
* Barrier area m e  38.28 square centimeters 
® Pressure difference across barrier me 15 pounda/sq inch
* Cross-scotIon area of oapillary tube eras 0.*01768 sq ea*
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TABLE f i l l
>«BMLABILITY DATA ARP RBSPLT3 P3IKQ POLYBTYREKg Of 
THI0KES3S A£ BARRI3R MATERIAL* ARP A FIFTY 
fSR C3KT HTPR033S ASP FIFTT MOLR PSR C3BT 
OARBOM m o n S 3  KIXTUR3b A3 TH2 
DIPyt?3IKO GAB
T K R 2 B -M IL
M S U L
Bxper- Kstsr IPermeated0 Tlm^ Tempera- Permeability
laeat Stick Gas Volume ture Constant
Initial Pinal Bath Hoorn x 10*
no* Cffi cm 00 min °0 °nu rfci.OC-C!A __
............ . sec-om -om H|
136 31 *6 40.5 0*157 10 26.0 3 1 . 4 0 .6 0 8137 31.3 40*0 0 . 1 5 4 10 26.0 3 1 . 4 0 .5 9 61 >3 32*1 41 .0! 0.157 10 126.0 3 1 . 4 0.608
139 31.7 l 41.3 0.170 10 35 *0 31.6 0.656140 31.3 40.4 0.161 10 35.0 31.6 0.622141 31.3 40.2 0.157 10 35.0 31 .4 0.608142 30.8 39.8 0.160 10 35.0 31 .4 0.616
143 31.2 40.2 0.160 10 35.0 31.4 0.616
144 30*3 39.7 0,166 10 4 5 .0 31 .4 0.644
145 31 .2 40.4 0.163 10 4 5 .0 31.6 0.630146 32.3 41 .3 0 .1 6 0 10 4 5 .0 31.6 0.616
147 31.8 40.9 0.161 10 4 5 .0 3 1 . 4 0.622
148 31.2 40.5 0.165 10 5 0 . 0 3 1 . 4 0.636
149 31.6 40.7 0.161 10 150.0 3 1 . 4 0.622150 31.8 40.9 0.161 10 50.0 3 1 . 4 0.622
151 30.4 39.5 0.161 10 50.0 31.4 0.622
a Barrier area vaa 33*28 square centimeter*
0 Pressure Difference across barrier was 15 pounds/sq Inch 
0 Cross—section area of capillary tubs was 0*01768 sq om*
53»
74» *  XX
t s m M m s j . MSM13SL t s m s u m
§. mi mm& w sm s? m  k m u  m& 
'MM&m mum m i an
mm mmisaisai
222JSL2£I2. &jLX
m#t#r tin.# trnmpmnm PivMUlitjr I
attest Om  7#i»# turn O pillM l
initial final l i l t &*«m X 10*
M* __ l C0 min •a Oaw
0i«*i»z*<m Hg
)(13* *5.3 20*5 0.0566 10 86,0 30.9 0,365153 85*6 29*0 0.0566 10 2£*0 30.8 0.36?154 25.8 35*3 0«1S3O 30 *6.0 30.3 0*350
155 **.7 9.0566 10 35*0 30.6 0.365f P 24.7 0.1690 30 35.0 30,6 0*365
157 25*3 20*5 0.0566 10 45.0 30.9 0.365158 *5.6 29.0 0.0601 10 45.0 30,9 0.385
i f f 25*2 34.9 0,1715 30 45*0 30.8 0.367
160 «5*7 29.3 0,0637 10 50*0 30.8 0.408161 *5.6 25*0 0.0601 10 50.0 30.6 0.385
16S 24.6 34.3 0.1715 30 50*0 30.6 0.367163f 24.9 26.1 0.9566 10____150.0____
30.6 0.365
* Barrier area waa 38.28 aaaara eentlaatar*
* Praaaara dllfaranea aevaaa barrier waa 15 saaada/a* laob 




R35K3ABILITY GOSOTAffT OF GARBOS PI .OKIES. HIPBOffiBL. 
AND 4  FIFTY MOLE ^ M a HTPROCLSIl M l  0ARBQ11 
DIOXIDB MIX TORS A| VARIOUS XBMP.U R A2.U BJ££L
Barrier
Thickness
Temperature j 6Permeability Constant x 10" 
std.ee - cmsee-si cm-cm Hg
mils °aV# Hydrogen CarbonDioxide
Mixture®
1 26.0 t .005 0.590 0.7261 35*0 1.021 0.590 0.7341 45.0 1.038 0.642 0.7441 50*0 1 .041 0.640 0.748
T5 26.0 0.907 0.449 0.604<* 0.894 0.454 0.615
3 45.0 0.937 0.456 0.622
3 50.0 0.941 0.480 0.622
5 25.0 0.680 0.181 0.3635 35.0 0.584 0.181 0.365
55
45.0 0.697 0.131 0.37250.0 0.704 0.181 0.372
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Figure 3: Logarithm of Permeability of Hydrogen, 
Oarbon Dioxide, and a Fifty Mole fer Cent 
Mixture of the Two Gases as a Function of the 
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Figure 4: Logarithm of Permeability of Hydrogen, 
Carbon Dioxide, and a Fifty Mole Per Cent 
Mixture of the Two Gases as a Function of the 
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Figure 5: Logarithm of Permeability of Hydrogen, 
Carbon Dioxide, and a Fifty Mole Per Cent 
Mixture of the Two Gases as a Function of the 









00KPAHX30M Of PSRH5ABILITY CONSTANTS A3 REPORTBP 
IN XHB LITERATURE FOR OARBON PIOXIDS AND 
HYBROGBN EMPLOYING 0N3«.HIL POLYSTYRRKB
AS TUB BARRIER MATERIAL
Gas Barrier
Thickness
| Temperature {Permeability Constant x 10^
std.cc - cm
eeo-eq om-cm Hg
mils °0 1950a 1952° 1960°
CO 1 .00 20.0 e e  e  * 3.50 ....
00* oo• 25.0 •  # e  e e  « « # 0.538
00o
oo
e 30.0 2.33 3.70 ....
00* 1 .00 40.0 • e « e 3.90 ....
oO• 20.0 • e e • 9.00 • e e e





a Weller and Steinerf J. App. Phya«, £JL* 587 
® Brubaker and Kaamermeyerj Ind. Bag. Chem.f 44* 1470 
c The Dow Chemical Company; Form No* 152-99-61, 4
-60-
III
3 M  m m m .ms i  s i  m m s s m *  m a i n .  M 2
fiyrr hols osst grpaoiga Asa oAaaoy aionsg
HlltPa3 Ay YARI03S fSSPSiUTORSS FOR
ogg-aiL 'garoKsass o? POLraTrasa^
Gas Diffusion 
R*tO * 10*





00o 2.32 0.642 299 5.700
QO°°J2 2.32 0.642 3 0 8 5.730
oo2 2.53 0.028 31 s 5.762
ao~2 2.52 0.984 3 2 3 9.778 1.500
19 yv // « y™ 1.378 299 5.TOO
% 4.02 1.391 503 5.730
H2 4.06 1 .406 313 5.762 0.484aE 4 . 1 0 1*411 323 5.778
Mlxtur«e 2.86 t .051 299 5.700
Xlztura O Art« * 3? 1.051 303 5.730
Klxture 2.93 1.075 313 5.762
jlfixtiira 1 2.95 1.082 323 5.778 0 .5 0 6 i
l o g a r i t h m  of tho dtffaoiea rate * 10 • Dlffuoloa rats daflaad «if p/d# tha permeability oonatant/barriar thlo*~
^ # . T) -j/arsug l0£*(?amp) cu rv e





































































































































































m $ m  m i
rnmnsz 2 i  a m u mm. 2 m  m i a im a  aa 
sms isis m  sffii giMss m e  ai&eag
2X a^sEQus i^?fu3iok u.3i.«yg ?oir3iYR3»;.5





Permeated* Gas Volume Before Scrubbing
oo











164 1 1.484 1*465 26.0 31.2 0*399
155 1 1*484 1 .45* 26.0 31.2 0.434166 1 1 .*34 1.462 26.0 31.2 0.399167 1 1*484 1 .*63 35.0 31.2 0*399159 1 1 *484 1.464 35.0 31 .2 0.383
159 1 1 .484 1.453 45.0 31 .2 0.399170 1 1 *484 1 #463 45.0 31.2 0.399
17! 1 1*484 1 .463 50.0 3t .2 0*399172 1 1*484 1.464 50*0 31 .0 0.383
17*? 9 1.484 1.465 06.0 31.2 0.35017* 1 .484 1 *464 26.0 Vjf ♦ o 0.366
175
3
1*434 1.470 26.0 30*8 0.267
tt volume of systoa from Warrior to oapillary tubo m  04*16 oc
* Corresponds to 5 0 oontlmetors of liquid in tho oapillary* 
or 0*884 oc* plus 0*600 co of tubing
e Corresponds to tho column ef sodium chloride displaced in the oapillary plus 0*600 oc of tubing*
6y
T43LX XIV
gSfARATIOg* A ?I?TY H013 £33. g~>? g.PRCa"^ .'? M 2  7IF?T 
KCt-S £ | a  S5Ii? 01R303 THPjCI3!3 -iTX^lHVi M  ?A?.I0U3
lass ahPtorrifl ?ol?styhx?;s 
as 1S1 fliRaiga MATzaitL









ReparationFactor Enrichment i« Determined Pro*Separation Factor 
sole Bo
mole total H o b n )
1 a ........ mole total
1 26.0 0.601 1.705 0.531
t 35*0 0.601 1 • 73 3 0.6 361 45.0 0.601 1.513 0.5191 50.0 0.601 1 .629 0.619
j? 26.0 0.642 2.02 0.668
3 J’5.0 ............ 1.97 3.664> 45 .0 2.05 0.673
3 50.0 1.96 0.663
5 26.0 0.733 3.75 0.7895 35 *0 3.78 0.7905 45.0 m  m m  m  m 3.35 0.794
5 50*0 e r e i e M M e 3.99 0.795
1______________________________ 1____________ _______________
a s ax i nuns thtsntlwl stagl# stag* n j m t l o a  as 
determined from the square root of the molecular 
veieht ratio * 0,825 molt* hydrogeo/molt total







B A R R I E R  T H I C K N E S S  M I L S
Figure 8s Separation Factor of Hydrogen and 
Carbon Dioxide as a Function of the Barrier 














































L E G E N D
Figure 9: Enrichment in Hydrogen of a Fifty Mole 
Per Cent Mixture of Hydrogen and Carbon Dioxide 
as a Function of the Barrier Thickness of 
Polystyrene at 26 Degrees Centigrade
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Saaple C a lcu la tio n .
Calculation of the permeated gas volume, tho permea­
bility oonetant, tho permeated gaa composition, tho 
separation faotor, tho enrichment as determined from tho 
moleoular weight ratio, and tho enrichment ao determined 
from tho separation faotor are Illustrated in tho following 
eeotlene.
Permeated gas /olume. The permeated gas volume, &, 
le determined from the column of sodium chloride eolutlon 
displaced and tho cross-section area of tho capillary 
tube using data from experiment 9, listed in Table J^, 
page 45#
( af - Rt > A m q ( 6 )
whore? q m quantity of gae permeated,coo
Rf at final oapillary reading, om
m 48.5 oo
Rt m initial oapillary reading, om
at 22.0 em
k m cross-section area of oapillary tuba, sq. om.
m 0.01768 oq. om.
t om - om ) x sq. cm. m  oo
(48,5 • 22.0) x 0.01768 *  0.468 oo
67-
Determlnatlon of Permeability Constant. The permea­
bility constant is defined as the rate of diffusion of a 
gas across a film of unit thickness per unit area per 
unit pressure difference and is oaloulated for experiment 






- P2 ) = P (?)
permeability constant, 
co-cm
sec-s q om-om Hg
quantity of gas permeated, etd cc 
0.458 oo x 273°K = 0.422 std oc
303°K
thickness of membrane, om
mils x cm w cm 
mils
1 x 0.00254 a 0.00254 om 
membrane area, sq om 
38 • 23 sq cm 
time, sec
min x sec & sec 
min
10 x 60 * 600 sec
pressure at high pressure side of 
membrane, cm Hg
«i*nr * g  zfe-E * -  «•
15.0 x 76.0 * 77.6 om Hg
TC7
pressure at low pressure side of 
membrane, om Hg.
0 cm Hg (gauge).
•68-
ec x cm x 1 x 1 x 
sq cm sec  ^ cm fig-om Hg  ^
oc - om
eec-sq cm-om Hg
0.422 x 0.00254 x 1
H75 B
X  1 X  / 1 X
Soo (7T ;r r-— }
» 0.602 x to"9 oc - om
eec-sq cm-cm Hg.
Determination of Permeated Gas Composition. Tho 
permeated gas composition Is calculated by knowing the 
volume of the downstream part of the system, the volume 
of diffused gas, and the volume of diffused gas after 
scrubbing. The calculation of the composition of the 
permeated gas is Illustrated for experiment 171, Table 
XIII. page 62. References are made to Figure £, page 36.
Volume of tubing connecting three-way stopcock j3 
to oapillary tube IjJ * 0.600 co
Volume of system from barrier to capillary tube JJ>
at 24.16 oo
Volume of sample or the permeated gas volume before 
scrubbing * 1.484 oc
Volume of diffused gas * 50 cm x 0.01768 sq om
a 0.884 oc
Composition of system after diffusion
<*  ^ji .a. . oc 00- and H-volume of diffused gas = 2 __
total volume oo total
0.884 co________ m 0.0353 co C02 *ad H«
24.16 oc ♦  0.384 co oc total
-69
Volume of carbon dioxide and hydrogen In sample 
oc COg and Hg
oo" total----- * 00 "“ Pi® * oo C 0 2 aad h 2
0.0353 x 1 .484 = 0.0526 cc 002and Hg
Composition of permeated gas
cc COg absorbed oo COg 
oc total * cc total
oo 00*
Ltm.c^,.r.,.1.,,46i?i,i,o,ff = 0.399 So-Tofsr
0*0526 cc
Determination of the Separation Factor. The ratio 
of the permeability constant of the gases in a binary 
system is termed the separation faotor. The separation 
faotor employed in this investigation consists of the 
ratio of the hydrogen permeability constant to the oarbon 
dioxide permeability constant* Calculations for one-mil 
polystyrene at 26 degrees centigrade, Table X, page 54, 
and Table XIV* page 63, are as followst
Permeability constant, hydrogen » Separation
Perm©ability constant, caroon dioxide Faotor
1.005 cc-cm/seo-SQ pm-cm Hr 
0•590 ocOcm/seo-sq cm-cm Hg 1.705
-70-
Enrichment Determined from the Moleoular Weight 
Ratio. The enrichment as determined from the molecular 
weight ratio is the maximum single stage enrichment* 
Calculation of the maximum single stage enrichment is 
for one-mil polystyrene at 26 degrees centigrade, Table 
H V . page 63. The enrichment as determined from the 
molecular weight ratio is calculated by means of 
Equation (2), page 6.
where:
moleoular weight of carbon dioxide 
44.01 ga/gm mole
MA = moleoular weight of hydrogen
* 2.016 gm/gm mole
r1o rx mole fraction of hydrogen in feed « 0.50 moles hydrogen/mole total
P
0.825 moles hydrogen/raole totalP
-71-
Snrlchaent Determined from the Separation Factor.
The enrichment as determined from the separation factor 
is the theoretical enrichment which assumes that the 
gases diffuse through the barrier independent of each 
other* Calculation of the theoretical enrichment as 
determined from the separation faotor is for one-mil 
polystyrene at 26 degree centigrade, fable '.IV* page 63* 
The theoretical enrichment as determined from the separa­
tion factor Is calculated by substituting the separation 
factor In place of the square root of the molecular 
weight ratio in Equation (2), page 6*
P
X separation factor x
1 -  0 .5 0
=r 0.631 moles hydrogen/mole total
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IV. DISOUSSIOH
The following sections are devoted to the disoussion 
of the results, the recommendations, and the limitations 
imposed on this investigation*
Disoussion of Results
The results of this investigation are discussed 
in the following sections* Separate disoussion le pre­
sented for the effect of barrier thickness on permeability, 
the effeot of temperature on permeability, the effeot of 
barrier thiokness on the separation faotor, and the effeot 
of barrier thickness on the enrlohment of a gaseous mixture*
gffeot of Barrier Thickness on Permeability* The 
relationship between barrier thickness and permeability 
le Illustrated graphically in Figure 6., page 58. Oarbon 
dioxide, hydrogen, and a fifty mole per oent mixture of 
oarbon dioxide and hydrogen were Investigated at 26 degrees 
Centigrade for one, three, and five-mil thloknesses of 
polystyrene*
Values of the permeability constant for hydrogen 
are tabulated in Tables IV* V, and VI* pages 48, 49, and 
50, and are summarised in Table X, page 54* Inspection 
of the permeability data for hydrogen reveals that the
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permeability constant decreases from a value of 1*005
_Qx 10 cubic centimeters, centimeter per second, square 
centimeter, centimeter of mercury to 0.680 x 10~^ for 
the five-all thickness. An intermediate value of 0.907
• Q %i 10 7 was recorded for the three-mil thickness. Graph­
ical Interpretation of this data, as illustrated by 
Figure 6, curve A, page 58, results in a smooth curve 
with a negative slope. The negative slope indicates that 
the permeability decreases as the barrier thickness 
increases.
Values of the permeability constant for oarbon
dioxide are tabulated in Tables IJT, and III, pages 45,
46, and 47, respectively. Values of the permeability
*ooonstant decrease from 0.590 x 10 cubic centimeters, 
centimeter per second, square centimeter, centimeter of
_ Qmercury for the one-mil thickness to 0.181 x 10 for the 
five-mil thickness.
Figure 6, curve £, page 58, illustrates the behavior 
of the permeability of oarbon dioxide as a function of 
the barrier thiokness. The increasing negative slope of 
curve £ with barrier thiokness indicates that the effect 
of barrier thickness on permeability Is more pronounced 
for the thicker material.
tlx# permeability eontUnti for a fifty mol# par e#nt 
hydrogen and fifty mol# par oant oarbon dioxide mlztnra 
mr# r#oord#d la table# YII- VIII* mad pages 51, 5&» 
mad 53» respectively# Sraphloal presentation of this 
dmtm 1# recorded in Plgura ^  ourr# j, page $8« Tho nag* 
atlve elope of ourr# B la in ladlomtlon of tho decrease 
In permeability with laoroaoo la barrier thickness,
2 M  Knud««n Prediction. Th* Km»d**n equation
(%2)can bo axprataad la tho fanw  #
w h o m 0 * permeability, «ol ea
9 eec-ec ft-atm
g ■ acceleration of gravity•
32*2 foot par second par oooond
N « molecular weight of ga#fpound# per pound molo
h m gmo constant, 13*3 ft lb
lb mole* °H
T m absolute temperature, °H
A » fraction of barrier open to
flow
d at effective hole diameter ofbarrier, foot
V m  barrier thiokness, feet.
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Derivation of the Knudsen equation is based on the 
supposition of molecular flow through porous media.
Equation (t) predicts that the permeability Is Inversely 
proportional to the barrier thickness. If the Knudsen 
equation is valid for diffusion of gases through polysty­
rene t a graph of the permeability constant as a function 
of the barrier thickness would result in a straight line 
with a negative slope. Figure £, page 58, illustrates 
the relationship between permeability and barrier thiok­
ness of polystyrene as determined experimentally* The 
non-linear relationship of barrier thiokness to permea­
bility denotes the failure of the diffusion of oarbon 
dioxide and hydrogen through polystyrene to obey the 
Knudsen equation.
Relationship Between Permeability and Barrier Thiok­
ness as Reported in the Literature. A review of the 
literature discloses that polystyrene is not the only 
barrier material that exhibits a non-linear relationship 
between permeability and barrier thiokness.
The Dow Chemical Company, in a bulletin'concerning 
ethylcellulose sheeting, reports values of permeability 
that do not follow a linear relationship with barrier 
thickness. The non-linear relationship of barrier thick­
ness and permeability is in agreement with the results of 
this investigation.
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Brubaker and Kammermeyer' ' determined the permea­
bility of various plastic films, including polyethylene 
and polystyrene, and found that the permeability was not 
inversely proportional to the barrier thickness* Failure 
of the permeability to vary inversely with the barrier 
thiokness, as pointed out by Brubaker and Kammermeyer, 
agrees with the results of this investigation*
Interaction of the Gas and Barrier* The Knudsen 
equation assumes molecular flow. Molecular flow assumes 
no collisions between the molecules and the walls of the 
hole opening and requires that the mean free path of the 
moleoules be large in comparison with the hole openings 
of the barrier'^ .
Moleoular flow can be assumed in this investigation,
since the mean free path of the moleoules at one atmosphere
pressure is approximately 10~* centimeters as compared
—7to hole openings for polystyrene of 10 centimeters.
In arriving at Equation (6), page 74, no interaction 
was assumed between the diffusing gas and the barrier 
material* The results of this investigation could be 
explained on the basis of sorption onto or into the 
barrier. Kammermeyer and Wyriok' ' have shown that 
interaotlon between the gases and the barrier is a phenomena 
frequently experienced in gaseous diffusion.
( 2 7 )
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figure 6, page 53, illustrates tha fact that tha 
diffusion rate of a fifty mole per cent hydrogen and 
fifty mole per oent oarbon dioxide mixture le not looated 
directly between the diffusion rate of oarbon dioxide 
and that of hydrogen. The diffusion rate of the mixture 
is approximately 17 per oent closer to the diffusion rate 
of carbon dioxide. Interaction of the oarbon dioxide 
and the barrier is proposed as an explanation why the 
diffusion rate of the mixture is much closer to that of 
oarbon dioxide than to hydrogen. Sorption of the oarbon 
dioxide tends to lnorease the concentration of oarbon 
dioxide at the barrier surface. Hydrogen, the more 
permeable gas, is restrloted in its passage through the 
barrier by the presence of the oarbon dioxide. Conse­
quently, the flow rate for the mixture is less than 
predicted by assuming no interaction.
The effeot of barrier thickness on permeability 
can be explained on the basis of the interaction of the 
gases and the barrier. In Increase in the barrier thiok­
ness presents additional material for sorption of the 
gases. Sorption of the gases onto or into the barrier 
is proposed as an explanation for the non-linear relation­
ship between permeability and barrier thickness.
Sfftot or Ttap.r.tur. og ParmesbUltir. The 
relationship between temperature and permeability le 
illustrated graphically in Figures i, 4, and pages 
55* 56, and 57* respectively. The values of the per­
meability constant at various temperatures are tabu­
lated in Tables i through X, pages 45 through 54* Carbon 
dioxide, hydrogen, and a fifty mole per oent mixture of 
carbon dioxide and hydrogen were investigated at 26, 35*
45, and 50 degrees oentigrade for one, three, and five-mil 
thicknesses of polystyrene.
The Barrer Relationship. Equation (4), page 8,
( 2 )is a relationship, as proposed by Barrer' , relating 
the permeability constant and the absolute temperature. 
Equation (5)* page 8, is derived by taking the logarithm 
of both sides of Equation (4). From Equation (5) a plot 
Of the logarithm of the permeability oonstant as a funotlon 
of the reoiprocal of the absolute temperature should re­
sult in a straight line with a slope of -E^ /H and inter­
cept of In P •
Figures i, 4, and pages 55 * 56, and 57* respectively 
illustrates the relationship that is obtained when the 
logarithm of the permeability constant is plotted as a
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function of the reciprocal of the absolute temperature.
A linear relationship is obtained for carbon dioxide,
hydrogen, and a fifty mole per cent carbon dioxide and
hydrogen mixture for one, three, and five-mil thicknesses
of polystyrene. The slope of the straight line in
Figure curve A, page 55# is minus 140 Kelvin degrees.
Since the slope of the line is - E /ft, the value of EP P (9)is 270 calories per gram mole. Brubaker and Kammermeyer'^'
report a value of 328.8 calories per gram mole for the
activation energy of permeability, E , for hydrogen
diffusing through polystyrene of one-mil thiokness. A
value of 661 calories per gram mole was obtained for the
activation energy of permeability for oarbon dioxide in
this investigation as compared to 1,003 calories per
(9)gram mole by Brubaker and Kammermeyer •
The deviation of the activation energy of permeation 
of this investigation from that of Brubaker and Kammer­
meyer is accounted for because of alterations in the 
polystyrene. Ten years have elapsed since the investi­
gations of Brubaker and Kammermeyer and Improvement has 
been made in the permeability of polystyrene since that
date
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Permeablllty Constant at Various Temperatures»
Table XI, page 59# lists the values of the permeability 
constant as reported in the literature for carbon dioxide 
and hydrogen with one-iail polystyrene as the barrier 
material* Notice should be taken of the drop in permea­
bility of polystyrene from 1952 to I960* Investigators 
in 1952 reported values for the permeability constant of 
oarbon dioxide six times larger than the value reported
/1 *7 \ „Qby the manufacturer' ' in 1960. A value of 0.588 x 10 
cubic centimeters, centimeters per second, square centi­
meter, centimeter of mercury was reported by the Dow
(17)Chemical Companyv • This is in excellent agreement 
with the value 0.590 x 10“y for carbon dioxide as observed 
by this investigator.
The Temperature and Permeability Relationship as 
Predicted by the Knudsen Equation. The Knudsen equation, 
Equation (8), page 7^# states that the permeability 
varies Inversely as the square root of the absolute temper­
ature. A plot of the logarithm of the permeability as a 
function of the logarithm of the absolute temperature 
should result in a straight line with a slope of minus 0.50 
if the diffusion of oarbon dioxide and hydrogen through 
polystyrene obeys the Knudsen equation.
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Table X, page 54, shows that for hydrogen, oarbon 
dioxide, and a fifty mole per cent mixture of the two 
gases an increase in temperature results in an increase 
in diffusion rate. The Increase in diffusion rate with 
increase in temperature is in disagreement with the 
Knudsen theory.
Figure X, P*£* 61, is a plot of the logarithm of 
the diffusion rate, in units of oublc oentlmeter per 
seoond, square centimeter, oentlmeter of meroury, as a 
function of the logarithm of the absolute temperature.
A graph is obtained with a positive slope of 1.5 for 
oarbon dioxide, 0.484 for hydrogen, and 0.506 for the 
fifty mole per oent mixture of oarbon dioxide and 
hydrogen. Since this disagrees with the value of minus 
0.50 as predicted by the Knudsen equation, a check of 
the literature was made to determine if other investi­
gators had reported similar disagreement. Several 
investigators^*** *^*37) rep0rt systems where the dif­
fusion rate inoreases with temperature whloh is in 
agreement with the results of this investigation. 
Brubaker and Kammermeyer^^ report a slope of minus 
0.525 for oxygen diffusing through porous glass whloh 
is in excellent agreement with the Knudsen prediction 
of minus 0.50.
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Increase In Permeation Rate Due to Increased Velocity 
of Moleoules» The kinetic theory of gases predicts that 
an increase in temperature results in an inorease in the 
velocity of the molecules. An Inorease in velocity of the 
moleoules means that the rate of bombardment of the gas­
eous particles is greater on the surfaoe of the barrier*
The rate of permeation of the gas is proportional to the
(2 1)frequency with whloh the partloles strike the barrier • 
Consequentlyt an increase in temperature should result in 
an inorease in diffusion rate*
The inorease in velocity of the moleoules with an 
Increase in temperature is presented by this investigator 
as an explanation for the Inorease in permeation of 
carbon dioxide and hydrogen through polystyrene with an 
Inorease in temperature*
Effect of Barrier Thiokness on the Separation,Faotor* 
The relationship between the separation faotor9 or the 
permeability constant ratio, and the barrier thiokness is 
presented in tabular form in Table XIY* page 63• Inspec­
tion of the separation data at 26 degrees oentigrade 
reveals that the separation faotor lnoreases from 1#703 
for the one-mil thickness to 3*75 for the five-mil thick­
ness* An Intermediate value of 2*02 was reoorded for the 
three—mil thickness* Graphical interpretation of this 
data, as illustrated by Figure 8.* page 64, results in a
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ourve with & positive slope# The positive slope in­
dicates that the separation factor increases as the 
barrier thiokness increases#
Over the Interval from three to five-mil thicknesses 
of polystyrene, the slope of the curve in Figure 8, page 
64, greatly increases# The value of the separation fao­
tor increases from 2#02 for the three-mil thickness to 
3*75 for the five-mil thiokness# The Inorease in the 
separstion factor from 2*02 to a value of 3*75 indicates 
that the theoretical separation is much larger for the 
thloker polystyrene barrier*
Sorption of Carbon Dioxide* Since the separation 
factor is defined as the ratio of the permeability 
constants, the explanation of the relationship between 
the separation faotor and barrier thiokness will be 
presented on a basis of individual permeabilities*
Table X, page 54, and Figure 6, page 58 correlates 
the results of the investigation concerning permeability
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as a function of barrier thickness. It Is noted in 
Table X, page 54, that the permeability constant of 
hydrogen at 26 degrees centigrade decreases 0*325 x 10*^ 
cubic centimeters, centimeter per second, square oentlmeter, 
centimeter of mercury as the barrier thiokness increases 
from one to five-mile* The corresponding deorease in the 
permeability oonstant of carbon dioxide is 4.09 x 
oublo centimeters, oentlmeter per seoond, square centimeter, 
centimeter of meroury.
In increase in barrier thiokness had a more pro­
nounced effeot on the permeability of oarbon dioxide. 
Sorption of the carbon dioxide onto or into polystyrene 
is presented as an explanation for this phenomena. In 
Inorease in the barrier thickness presents additional 
material for sorption of the oarbon dioxide.
The ratio of hydrogen permeability to oarbon dioxide 
permeability will Inorease with an Inorease in barrier 
thiokness, because of the more pronounoed effeot of 
barrier thiokness on the permeability of oarbon dioxide 
than on the permeability of hydrogen. Sorption of oar­
bon dioxide onto or into the polystyrene barrier is 
presented by this investigator as am explanation for the 
relationship between the separation faotor and barrier
thiokness
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SjTfept o tBarrier ThloEneae on Bnrlchn.Pt. The 
relationship between barrier thickness and the degree of 
enrichment is presented in Table XIV, page 63* Values 
of the observed enrichment at 26 degrees centigrade of a 
fifty mole per cent mixture of oarbon dioxide and hydrogen 
increased from a value of 0. 601 mole fraction hydrogen for 
the one-mil thickness to 0.733 for the five-mil barrier.
An intermediate value of 0.642 mole fraction hydrogen was 
observed for the three-mil polystyrene. Values of the 
theoretical enriohment as calculated from the separation 
faotor are compared with the observed enriohment in 
Table XIV. page 63* Determination of the theoretical 
enrichment from the separation faotor gives values of 
0.631 mole fraction hydrogen for the one-mil thiokness,
0.668 for the three-mil thiokness, and 0.'739 for the five- 
mil thickness. Graphical interpretation of the above 
data le presented in Figure £L> 65*
In the discussion of the effeot of barrier thickness 
on the separation factor, page 82, it was pointed out that 
the enrichment of a mixture should Inorease with an Inorease 
in barrier thiokness. The enrichment data of this in­
vestigation is in agreement with the relationship of 
enrichment and barrier thiokness as predicted by the 
separation factor.
3nrieh-Restrlcted Plow Because of Sorbed Gages, 
ment of gaseous mixtures by gaseous diffusion is based on 
the principle of unequal diffusion rates. Graham's Law 
predlots a separation of 0.825 mole fraction hydrogen 
when the diffusing gas is a fifty mole per cent mixture of 
oarbon dioxide and hydrogen. Ho interaction of the mole­
oules and the barrier material is assumed by Graham's 
Law. Sorption of the gases onto or into tho barrier can 
explain the deviation of the observed enriohment from the 
enriohment as predicted by the separation faotor and by 
Graham's Law. It was pointed out in the disoussion of 
the effect of barrier thickness on permeability, page 72, 
that the diffusion rate of oarbon dioxide was affooted to 
a greater extent by increased barrier thickness than was 
hydrogen. An increase in barrier thickness presents 
additional material for sorption of the gases. Sorption 
of the oarbon dioxide by the polystyrene decreases tha 
diffusion rate of oarbon dioxide to a greater extent 
than it restricts hydrogen flow. Consequently, the re­
lative diffusion rate of hydrogen to oarbon dioxide is 
increased with an increase in barrier thiokness.
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Re commend at tons
The following recommendations should he considered 
for additional research in gaseous diffusion through 
polystyrene• In the following sections various recom­
mendations are presented for continued investigation 
into the variables affeotlng gaseous diffusion*
Effeot of Temperature on Permeability. The effeot 
of Temperature on permeability was investigated over a 
range from 26 to 50 degrees centigrade in this study* 
Investigations extending this temperature range seem 
appropriate, slnoe the softening point of polystyrene is 
approximately 90 degrees oentlgrade* Extention of the 
temperature range from 20 to 90 degrees centigrade could 
result in better understanding of the limitations of 
Equation (4)f page 8.
Effect of Barrier Thlohnoao on Parweablllty. It has 
been shown in this investigation that permeability is not 
a linear function of barrier thiokness* Further investi­
gation at six or seven barrier thloknesses could provide 
a relationship between permeability and barrier thiokness*
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l.f fsot of Barrier Thiokness on Snrlchmont. As the 
thickness of the polystyrene barrier increases from three 
mils to five-mils, the ratio of the permeability constant 
for hydrogen and carbondioxide Increases from 2.02 to 
3*75* A. large increase in the permeability ratio or the 
separation factor results In an inoreassd enrichment in 
hydrogen of a hydrogen and oarbon dioxide mixture. 
Investigation of enriohment with barriers of 10-mil and 
15-*mil thicknesses could result in a high degree of 
separation if the trend oontinuea that was established 
in this study. Recommendation le made by this investi­
gator for researoh concerning enrichment with 10 and 13- 
mil thloknesses of polystyrene.
Effect of Pressure on Permeability. A. diffusion 
cell and backing material oapable of withstanding pres­
sures of four or five atmospheres would be required for 
investigation of 10 and 1 5-mil thiokneeeee of polysty­
rene. With polystyrene barriers of 10 and 1 5-mil thick­
nesses, diffusion rates would be extremely small unless 
a pressure difference of four or five atmospheres could 
be maintained aorose the barrier. It is recommended 
that investigation be conducted at pressures of four to 
five atmospheres.
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Adsoratlon Study# The fact that the experimentally 
determined enriohment of various mixtures does not agree 
with the theoretical enriohment has led several investi­
gators to purpose adsorption as an explanation of this 
phenomena*
An investigation of the adsorption of oarbon dioxide 
on polystyrene oould result in a better understanding of 
the flow mechanism of gaseous diffusion.
Effect of Moleoular freight on Diffusion,Hate. The 
Knudsen expression for diffusion rate* Equation (6), page 
74, falls to prsdlot the effeot of temperature and barrier 
thickness on diffusion rate for oarbon dioxide and hydro­
gen through polystyrene• Failure of the Knudsen equation 
to prsdlot the temperature and barrier thiokness relation­
ship to diffusion rate leads to speculation as to the 
validity of the moleoular weight and diffusion rate 
relationship.
An investigation of the diffusion rate of more than 
two gases of known moleoular weight through polystyrene 
oould establish the important relationship between 
diffusion rate and moleoular weight.
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Halt it long
Limitation® m  llittd in the following Motloni 
v«r« placed on tho system for gaseous diffusion study#
Temperature* Tho offset of temperature on oermea- 
billty and separation was oonsldorod ever tho temperature 
range from 26 to 50 degrees centigrade. ninety degrees 
centigrade was the aazlnua temperature that could be 
Investigated because thle temporeture approaches the 
«eft on lag point ef polystyrene* Teaperature wae con­
trolled to ea accuracy of ± 0*2 ef e degree centigrade#
Pressure* The preeaure difference across the 
barrier wae aalatalned et 15 pounds per square inch 
during the permeability and eeparatlen Investigation* k 
pressure difference soross ths barrier ef greater than 
15 pounds per square 1 .oh oould net be need because the 
barrier support would rupture# Pressures were meaeured 
to an accuracy of * 1/8 of a pound per square Inch*
Carrier JMolcnogg. Polystyrene of one* three, oa4 
five-all thicknesses were investigated la thle study*
The one-mil thiokness served es the barrier In prelim­
inary flew rate determinations*
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Barrier Area, The area of the membrane available 
for diffusion was restricted to 38.28 + .05 square 
centimeters*
feed ComposItIon. The feed composition for separa­
tion study was limited to a fifty mole per oent hydrogen 
and fifty mole per cent oarbon dioxide mixture*
Time for Acquisition of Sample* Ten minutes were 
allowed for the oolleotlng of a sample of the permeability 
Investigation* Thirty minutes were required for sample 
oollectlng for the five-mil thickness beoause of the 
slow rate of diffusion for this barrier* The acquisition 
of the sample for separation study required approximately 
1 5 minutes for the one-mil thickness, one four for the 
three-mil thickness, and three hours for the five-mil 
thiokness* The aeouraoy of the measurement of the time 
interval was + 1/12 of a minute*
Volume of Sample* A sample of 0.884 oubio centi­
meters was oolleoted for the separation study* The 
volume determination was to an aoouraoy of + 0*005 oubio
centimeters
V. C0HCLU9I0KS
The permeability and separation of hydrogen, oarbon 
dioxide, and a fifty mole per cent mixture of hydrogen 
and carbon dioxide was investigated at 26, 35, 45, and 
50 degrees centigrade for one, three, and five-mil 
thicknesses of polystyrene. The pressure difference 
across the barrier oould not exceed 1 5 pounds per square 
inch because a greater pressure difference would rupture 
the barrier material. Barrier area available for 
diffusion was 38,28 square oentlmeters and a volume of 
0,884 cubic oentlmeters was oolleoted for the separation 
study.
The permeability and separation study of oarbon 
dioxide and hydrogen diffusing through polystyrene led 
to the following conclusions:
1• An increase in barrier thickness from one-mil 
to five-mils at 26 degrees centigrade resulted in a 
decrease in the permeability of hydrogen by 0,325 x 10 
cublo centimeters, oentlmeter per seoond, square oentlmeter 
oentlmeter of mercury, of oarbon dioxide by 0,401 x 10*^ , 
and of the fifty mole per oent mixture by 0,353 x 10 7»
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f o r  hydrogen an inorease In barrier thickness of one to 
three-®11s resulted In a decrease in permeability of 12,8 
per cent* An inorease of three to five-miIs caused a de­
crease of 27.T per cent. Oarbon dioxide experienced a 
similar effeot as denoted by the 29.9 and 62.2 per oent 
decrease in permeability.
2. An Increase in temperature from 26 to 50 degrees 
centigrade resulted in an Inorease in permeability for 
hydrogen, carbon dioxide, and a fifty mole per oent 
mixture of the two gases.
3. The separation factor was approximately a linear 
function of barrier thiokness over the range in thiokness 
from one to three-mils. A theoretical separation faotor 
of 4.699 as predicted by the square root of the moleoular 
weight ratio, was compared to a value of the observed 
separation faotor of 3*75 for the five-mil thiokness.
4. The observed enriohment of a fifty mole per cent 
mixture of oarbon dioxide and hydrogen increased from 
0.601 mole fraction hydrogen for one-mil polystyrene to 
0.733 for the five-mil thiokness. Separation was the 
greatest for the five-mil thiokness whloh is in agreement 
with the predlotlon of the separation faotor. The observed 
enriohment of 0.733 mole fraction hydrogen failed to cor­
respond w ith the theoretical enriohment of 0.825 ms 
predloted by Graham's Law.
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VI. SUMMARY
This investigation consisted of a study of the 
permeability and separation of oarbon dioxide and 
hydrogen by gaseous diffusion employing barriers of 
polystyrene. The effect of temperature and barrier 
thiokness on the permeability and separation of oarbon 
dioxide and hydrogen were investigated.
The variables affeotlng permeability were investigated 
by measuring the diffusion rates of tho gases through one, 
three, and five-mil thicknesses of polystyrene at 26, 35* 
45, and 50 degrees centigrade. Separation of a fifty 
mole per oent mixture of oarbon dioxide and hydrogen 
was investigated by means of analysis of the diffused gas•
A diffusion oell constructed of standard three-inch 
polyvinyl chloride pipe was employed in the investigation.
A 1-1/2 millimeter capillary tube mounted on a meter 
stick was used to measure the volume of diffused gas. 
Saturated sodium chloride solution was the displacement 
fluid in the capillary tube. The sorubblng chamber for 
the Qrsat analysis consisted of a 1/4-inch glass tube 
filled with a saturated solution of sodium hydroxide.
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It was found from this Investigation that an increase 
In barrier thiokness resulted in a decrease in permea­
bility. The effect of barrier thickness on permeability 
was not a linear relationship*
It was observed that an increase in temperature 
caused an increase in permeability for the gases investi­
gated* Permeability of oarbon dioxide and hydrogen did 
not vary Inversely as the square root of the absolute 
temperature as predicted by the Knudsen equation*
An increase in separation factor with an increase in 
barrier thickness was observed in this investigation* The 
effeot of barrier thickness on the separation faotor was 
more pronounced for the thloker polystyrene*
It was oonoludsd from this investigation that an 
inorease in thiokness of polystyrene resulted in an 
increase in enriohment of a fifty mole per oent mixture 
of hydrogen and oarbon dioxide* Enrichment approaching 
the theoretical enriohment was obtained for five-mil 
polystyrene* The effeot of barrier thiokness on the 
enriohment was as predicted by the separation faotor*
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